
Concursul JUNIOR ENGLISH 

CLASA A IV-A 

I. Choose the best option, a, b, c or d: 
 

1. In London, you can take the …. cab. 

a) red          b) black       c) yellow         d) white  

 

2. …is a famous boy who can fly and wears a green outfit. 

a) Mickey Mouse             b) the Beast              c) Peter Pan              d) Peter Rabbit 

 

3. The rabbit is the symbol of ….. 

a) Easter                  b) Christmas               c) St. Valentine              d) Halloween 

 

4. Children say “Trick or treat” when they 

a) sing carols          b) go from house to house at Halloween          c) meet Santa Claus            d) go to church 

 

5. The … Fairy will give you a coin if you put a tooth under your pillow. 

a) Tooth             b) Teeth             c) Godmother           d) Witch 

 

6. Alice in …goes down a rabbit hole to another world. 

a) Winterland             b) Wonderland              c) Fairyland            d) Neverland 

 

7. If you tell a lie, your …will grow. 

a) ears               b) chin                 c) head                  d) nose 

 

8. Bilbo Baggins is a….. .  

a) dwarf            b) hobbit            c) horse            d) rabbit 

 

9. The …of Oz is a children’s novel. 

a) Witch               b) Wizard               c) Farmer            d) Magician  

 

10. Peter Pan’s friend is called  

a) Wendy             b) Clare           c) Alice            d) Fairy 

 

11. ….is a little fairy who repairs things and whose voice sounds like a bell. 

a) Belle                b) the Little Mermaid            c) Tooth Fairy             d) Tinkerbell  

 

12. Olaf and …are famous characters in “Frozen”. 

a) Mouse            b) Sven         c) Ben           d) Pan 

 

13. The land where Peter Pan lives is called 

a) Never Never              b) Wonderland              c) Neverland            d) Ireland 

 

14. In “Jack and the Beanstalk”, Jack exchanges his … for five magic beans. 

a) sheep           b) dog             c) horse           d) cow 

 

15. An elf wears ….clothes. 

a) red          b) yellow          c) green          d) purple 

 

16. ….Pants is a cartoon character, 

a) Round              b) Circle             c) Square            d) Triangular 

 

17. Which of the states below is not a state in the United States of America? 

a) Texas          b) California            c) Kansas           d) Las Vegas 



18. Which of the cities below is not an American city? 

a) Philadelphia           b) Columbus          c) Dublin           d) Los Angeles  

 

19. Which of the following personalities was not an American president? 

a) Robin Hood          b) Abraham Lincoln           c) Barack Obama            d) Bill Clinton  

 

20. A … rhyme is a traditional poem or song for children in Britain and many other countries. 

a) school           b) kindergarten          c) nursery         d) primary 

 

21. "Baa, Baa, Black … / Have you any wool?” are the lyrics of such an English rhyme.  

a) sheep          b) bear       c) dog         d) goat 
 
22. A traditional type of food which is cooked on Thanksgiving Day involves: 
a) a chicken          b) a lamb       c) a turkey        d) a duck 
 
23. …is the wicked woman in 101 Dalmatians. 
a) Cruella          b) Bianca          c) Daisy          d) Cinderella 
 
24. The cruel Queen in Snow White asks her mirror: Magic mirror on the wall / who is the … one of 
all? 
a) best           b) fairest          c) cruelest         d) most dangerous 
 
25. …is a character in Winnie the Pooh 
a) Oliver              b) Kangaroo               c) Tigger       d) Copper 
 
26. One of the characters in Toy Story is called 

a) Woody the Cowboy         b) Billy the Kid         c) Pot        d) Baloo 

 

27. Mowgli and …are good friends. 

a) Shere Khan         b) Zebra        c) Baloo         d) Kaa 

 

28. The Lion … , an American animated television series, is made up of five different animals. 

a) King         b) Cub           c) Guard         d) Show 

 

29. Pocahontas is an…… . 

a) Indian girl           b) English princess           c) Indian boy            d) American God 

 

30. The famous red bus operating in London is called 

a) a hop on bus          b) a double decker        c) a triple router         d) the grey hound.  

 

II. Write a story based on the picture below (7 – 8 lines). 

 


